International Conference “The Governance of a Complex World” (GCW 2014)
18-20 June 2014
“Smart, Sustainable and Inclusive Growth”
Campus Luigi Einaudi, Turin, Italy

Keynote speakers: David Audretsch (Indiana University, USA), Mario Pianta (University of Urbino, Italy), Luciano Pietronero (University of Rome "La Sapienza, Italy), Jeroen Van den Bergh (ICREA, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain), Gabriel Yoguel (Universidad Nacional de General Sarmiento Buenos Aires, Argentina)

Organizers: Cristiano Antonelli (Collegio Carlo Alberto, University of Turin, Italy), Alessandra Colombelli (Politecnico of Torino; GREDEG, UNS and CNRS, France), Jackie Krafft (GREDEG, UNS and CNRS, France), Francesco Quatraro (GREDEG, UNS and CNRS, France)

Contact: gcw2014@sciencesconf.org

Submission: Submit a 1000 words abstract to http://gcw2014.sciencesconf.org on
• the general theme of the conference “Smart, inclusive and sustainable growth: lessons and challenges ahead”
• or the special tracks: “Towards the green economy through innovative developments”, “Innovative start-ups”, “Firm age and development”, “The geography of innovation”.
Note: for these tracks, two special issues are currently accepted by Journal of Evolutionary Economics, and Environmental Economics and Policy Studies. Others are still under discussion with editors of academic journals.

Important dates:
Deadline for abstract submission: March 31, 2014
Notification of acceptance: April 30, 2014
Payment of Registration Fees and Conference Dinner: May 20, 2014
Full paper submission: May 31, 2014